
Goal of the game : Get the best loot by stealing Fagin’s bones!

Components :
1 Fagin’s bag, 8 «Role» tokens, 1 «Fagin’s chest» tile, 101 bones,
6 screens, 1 «First player» token, 2 «Fagin» coins

Set up :
• Place the «Fagin’s chest» tile in the middle of the table.
• Place the 8 «Role» tokens in the middle of the table 
as well, organised in an ascending order, on the 
«Effect» side.

• Place 1 bone of each color in Fagin’s bag and put it 
in the middle of the table

• Each player takes a screen and places it in front of him or her. 
They then hide the following things behind their screen:

• The unused bones are put back in the box. They will not be used during 
the game.

• The player who has the best bark takes the «First player» 
token and 2 «Fagin» coins. They will start the game.
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It is early 19th century London and a group of street dogs 
is controlled by the terrible Fagin, who forces them to steal 
bones throughout the city. At night, they try to steal back a 
part of their loot, but Fagin sleeps with one eye open!

Ossicles              Chicken bones            Cow bones             Smoked bones        Marrow bone
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A game by Antonin Boccara, 
illustrated by Aline Kirrmann.

IMPORTANT : 
Players will place bones 
behind (A) and in front  
(B) of their screens du-
ring the entire game.

A • The bones placed behind the 
screen (hidden) represent the loot that 
will be brought back to Fagin at the be-
ginning of a turn. Those bones remain 
hidden at all times during the game.

B •  The bones in front of the screen 
(visible to everyone) are the bones 
that each street dog managed to steal 
back from Fagin’s bag. At the end of 
the game bones award points (except 
the black ones).
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Gameplay
The game takes place over a number of turns. 
A typical turn is divided into 3 phases : 
the loot, the role distribution and the stealing.

1 - The loot
Every day Fagin forces the street dogs to bring back bones for his 
hoard.

The player who has the «First player» token throws the 2 «Fa-
gin» coins and adds up the two numbers. Each player then 
secretly takes that same number of bones from behind their 
screen and discreetly puts them in the bag (without looking 
in it).
Note: towards the end of the game, if the amount shown by the «Fagin» coins 
is greater than the number of bones left behind the screens, each player 
must place all of their remaining bones in Fagin’s bag (this will be 
the last turn of the game).
Example    Artful throws the 2 «Fagin» coins, 
which fall on their 1 and 2 sides. All players 
discreetly add 3 bones from behind their 
screens to the bag.

2 - The role distribution
At night the street dogs attempt to get a part of the loot back. They 
try to get close to Fagin but it takes guts! Fagin sleeps with one 
eye open.

Starting with the first player and going clockwise, each person 
takes one of the 8 «Role» tokens still available and places it in 

front of them (they are numbered 0 to 7). 
These tokens show how many bones a 

player thinks he or she can take from 
the bag without drawing a black bone. 

When a player takes a «Role» token 
they immediately carry out its effect 
if possible (see back of the rules).

THE HOTHEAD
When a player takes a «Role» 
token they turn it over and place it 
in front of them. When they do so 
they announce a number bigger than 7. 
The token’s effect is not used and they will have 
to draw a number of bones equal to the number they an-
nounced. The «Role» token they turned over is no longer 
available for that round.Only one player can turn over a 
Role token every turn. They will always be the first player 
to take from the bag (see the stealing phase below).

Once each player has taken a «Role» token, the stealing 
phase can begin.
Example    Artful takes the «Role» 5 token and uses its effect 
(see back of the rules). Then Betty, who prefers to play on the 
safe side, takes the «Role» 3 token and uses its effect. Finally, 
Rose, who is feeling confident, takes the «Role» 4 token, turns 
it over and announces 9 (and therefore doesn’t use the token’s 
effect).

3 - The stealing
Each street dog tries to get close to Fagin, but be careful! The smell 
of the smoked bones can wake him up. If a dog tries to steal one, 
Fagin will wake up and punish the thief.

The player who has taken the «Role» token with the highest 
number (or the Hothead if there is one), starts to pick from the 
bag.
They draw the bones from the bag (without looking at the co-
lour before picking) until one of two things happen:

w They draw a black bone
The smell wakes Fagin up! He collects and hides all the bones away 
in his chest, except the ossicles the dog had time to hide for themsel-
ves. While Fagin punishes the thief the other dogs use the opportu-
nity to get close to the loot.

The player places the black bone (which represents Fagin’s 
punishment), and any grey bones they may have drawn, in 
front of their screen. They place all the other bones on the «Fa-
gin’s chest» tile in the middle of the table in view of everyone. 
These bones are considered lost and the player’s turn is over.

The next player with the highest «Role» token (who has not yet 

« We advise you to play the first game 
without the «Role» token effects, to 
understand the basic rules of the game 
(see beginner’s rule at the back of the 
rules) ».



drawn from the bag during this turn) then tries their luck taking 
bones from Fagin’s bag. If they fail it then goes to the person 
with the next number down, and so on.

w The player manages to draw the number of bones 
written on their «Role» token without drawing a 
black bone.
The dog has managed to steal back the bones and takes them away 
for themselves. In order to prevent Fagin from getting suspicious 
the other dogs decide to wait to the following night before attemp-
ting to steal back the bones again.

If they wish to, a player can go for the Gluttony (see below). 
Otherwise they win all the bones they drew and places them in 
front of their screen. The turn then ends for all players (no one 
can draw from the bag during this turn).

THE GLUTTONY 
When a dog manages to steal the bones, eve-
ryone pushes them to steal more. 

When a player tries Gluttony, they draw 
again from Fagin’s bag, since it seems 
they still have time to find something in-
teresting in it.

w If they draw a black bone then it’s a disaster! They lose 
all the bones they drew this turn and puts them on Fagin’s 
chest. They place the black bone in front of their screen and 
their turn is over. It is then the next player’s turn.

w Otherwise they win the bone as well as all the other 
bones they drew during their turn. Furthermore, as a reward 
for their bravery they can take a bone from in front of ano-
ther player’s screen, so long as it’s the same colour as the 
bone drawn during the Gluttony. The turn then ends imme-
diately for all players.

Notes : 
w If a player must draw a bone and there aren’t any more in 
the bag, they have to stop. They take all the bones they have 
drawn and puts them in front of their screen. The turn ends 
immediately.
w If all players have drawn a black bone during the turn, it ends 
immediately.
wA player who has picked the « Role » token 0 can try Gluttony 
if his turn comes.

Example   Rose is the first to draw from Fagin’s bag since she 
has taken the «Role» token with the greatest value (she has 
announced 9 by turning her «Role» token over). She draws, 
one by one, 3 white bones and 1 grey bone before drawing a 
black bone. She places the black bone and the grey bone in 
front of her screen and places all of the other bones she drew 
this turn on the «Fagin’s chest» tile in the centre of the table.
 
It is then Artful’s turn to draw since he has the second highest 
«Role» token («Role» 5 token). Artful manages to draw 5 
bones without drawing a black bone. He tries the Gluttony and 
draws one more bone from the bag. It’s a white bone! His bet 
has paid off and he can steal a white bone from in front of any 
player’s screen. He picks Rose.

It’s the end of the turn. Betty won’t get to draw from Fagin’s bag 
because Artful successfully stole bones before her.

Fagin’s punishment
Fagin’s patience is limited. If he finds out that a dog has often sto-
len from him he will throw them out.

As soon as a player draws their 3rd black bone they have lost 
and are out of the game.
All the bones in front of their screen are placed on the «Fagin’s 
chest» tile in the middle of the table. The bones behind their 
screen are not put in the bag and must be kept hidden until the 
end of the game.
If the player had the «First player» token they give it to the per-
son on their left who is still in the game.

Next turn
When a player successfully 
steals, a new turn starts. 
Each player puts their «Role» 
token back in the middle of 
the table (and by putting the 
Hothead  «Role» back on its 
usual side).
The bones they did not draw 
remain in Fagin’s bag and will be 
added to those the players will put 
in the bag during this new turn.
The first player flips the 2 
«Fagin» coins and the game 
continues.



End of the game
The game is over when: 

w There is only one player left in the game (it can happen du-
ring a turn). The player wins instantly!

w At the end of a stealing phase, the remaining players do not 
have any more bones behind their screens. Players still in the 
game add up the points from the bones in front of their screens 
and the person with the highest score is the winner.

In the case of a tie, the person who took the bigger «Role» 
token in the last turn is the winner.

w The game also ends in rare cases when, at the end of a 
turn, all the black bones have been drawn (with 2 players 7, 3 
players 10, 4 players 13, 5 players 16 and 6 players 19).
The player still in the game with the most points is the winner.

BEGINNER VERSION (6 YEARS AND UP)
When a player takes a «Role» token they don’t use the cor-
responding effect.
At the end of the turn the «First player» token is given to the 
next person on the left still in play.

The "Role" tokens 
Each Role token has an added effect. When 
a player takes a token they immediately ac-
tivate it.

The Bootlicker  The player takes one 
black bone in front of their screen and 
places it on the «Fagin’s chest» tile.
The Watcher The player draws a ran-
dom bone. If it’s a black one they put it 
back in the bag. Otherwise, they place 

it in front of their screen. Then, he secretly looks inside 
Fagin’s bag.

The Leader The player takes the «First 
player» token and gives it to any person 
still in the game they choose, including 

themselves.(Note: if during a turn no one takes the 2 
token, then the «First player» token does not change 
player. )

The Pickpocket The player draws a 
random bone. If it’s a black one they put 
it back in Fagin’s bag. Otherwise, they 

place it in front of their screen.

The Mole The player secretly looks in-
side Fagin’s bag.

The Scout The player draws three 
bones from Fagin’s bag and shows them 
to the other players. They place one bone 
in the centre of the table on the «Fagin’s 

chest» tile, then puts the other two in Fagin’s bag.

The Intendant The player takes two 
bones from the «Fagin’s chest» tile and 
places them in Fagin’s bag. 

The Expert The player exchanges 
a bone from behind their screen with a 
bone from the «Fagin’s chest» tile.
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Max, Louis, Gaspard, Clément and Clément (both of them!) ,  
without forgetting all the others who got their paws dirty during 
the testing phase.
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SUMMARY OF THE TURN

The loot: the first player flips the «Fagin» coins and 
each player adds that number of bones from behind 
their screen to the bag.

The role distribution: One by one each player takes a 
Role token and immediately performs its effect.

The stealing: from the highest to the lowest number, 
each player tries to take back bones from Fagin’s bag.
As soon as they pick a black bone their turn is over. All 
of the bones they stole this turn are placed on Fagin’s 
chest except the grey and black ones, which they place 
in front of their screen.
If they manage to steal the same number of bones 
written on their Role token they place them all in front of 
their screen and a new turn begins (unless they decide 
to go for the Gluttony).
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